Easter Egg Games
Easter Egg Toss1
Put three hula hoops on the ground in a triangle pattern. If you have six hoops, you can place them in a
pyramid pattern. Tell the players the point value for each hoop. The one farthest away is worth the most
points. Give each participant five candy eggs to throw from behind a designated line. Each time a player
throws a piece of candy which lands in a hoop, he or she gets that point value.
Easter Egg Toss2
Fill plastic Easter eggs with different items, like 1 egg filled with buttons, 1 egg filled with cotton balls, 1 egg
filled with pennies. Space the kids out with at least 8-10 feet between them. Give each player some type of
loose item to catch the egg in. Examples could be towels, a fish net for cleaning a fish tank, or a plastic bag.
Let each player toss one of the eggs by hand to another player. The catching player must use whatever catch
device you have chosen without the eggs popping open.
What’s in the Egg
I have a special box made up with holes in it – one hole on the far left of one side and one hole on the far
right. I place plastic eggs with different items inside of them inside the box. I try to have at least 10 eggs with
different items inside. The child playing must reach inside to box, through the holes, find an egg by touch,
and then open it and tell me what he or she thinks was inside the egg. BONUS: Putting some jello cubes in
one makes the game even more fun!
Smelly Eggs
You will need the plastic eggs that have the holes in the bottom for this activity. Put different scents in each
eggs. i.e. cinnamon, cotton ball soaked in vanilla extract or lemon juice, lavender, etc. The child has to guess
what scent is inside each egg.
Noisy Eggs
Put different small objects inside an egg such as rice, beans, dice, jellybeans, etc. Seal it shut with strong
tape. Make two sets of the noisy eggs and the child can match the eggs up with the matching sounds.
Egg Match
Place 4-6 Different colored eggs all spread out on a yard or floor. Mix the colored eggs up thoroughly. THEN,
assign 4-6 kids one of the colors. Have a countdown like 1 or 2 minutes. When you say GO they must try to
find only the eggs that match their color and put them in a basket. Whichever child has the most eggs in their
basket by then end of the time limit wins. In other words, Blue Team hunts blue eggs, Yellow Team hunts
yellow eggs, etc.
Stack 'em Don't Crack 'em
It seems like all of us at one time or another lose the other half of some of our plastic eggs! But don’t worry,
you can use them for this game, or just halves of eggs. See how high a stack of half eggs a child acn make
before it crumbles. Whoever makes the highest stack wins!

